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Name:........................Class 10c......  PRACITCE TEST (WEEK 27TH ) 
 

A. MULTIPLE CHOICE (7,5 MS) 

I. Mark the letter A, B, C, or D to indicate the word whose underlined part  differs from the other three in 

pronunciation in each of the following questions. 

Câu 1: A. science B. lifestyle C. disappearance D. biodiversity 

Câu 2: A. overcome B. contribute C. provide D. technology 

II. Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the word that differs from the other three 

in the position of primary stress in each of the following questions. 

Câu 3: A. challenge B. widen C. supply D. seabed 

Câu 4: A. introduce B. disappear C. imprison D. submarine 

III. Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the correct answer to each of the following  

questions. 

Câu 5: Lisa ________ she was very interested in my project. 

A. said to me B. said with me C. said about me D. said me 

Câu 6: He was ________in 1965 because he robbed a lot of money from the bank. 

A. created B. studied C. imprisoned D. removed 

Câu 7: My mother got angry with Jim because he walked into the house in his ________ shoes. 

A. mudding B. to mud C. mudded D. muddy 

Câu 8: Water ________ is more and more serious due to the tests of nuclear weapons in the seas and oceans. 

A. circulation B. environment C. pollution D. damage 

Câu 9: Yesterday I bought my father a flat. It ________ of two bedrooms, a kitchen and a bathroom. 

A. searches B. consists C. contributes D. worries 

Câu 10: That tree ________ last month. Now it is being grown very well. 

A. is planted B. was planted C. planted D. has planted 

Câu 11: The school day ________ into 6 or 7 lessons in different subjects. 

A. divides B. is divided C. divided D. has divided 

Câu 12: ________ to favourable weather, we are going to have a bumper crop. 

A. Taking B. Results C. Thanks D. Defending 

Câu 13: If I had enough money, I ________ abroad to improve my English. 

A. will go B. would go C. shall go D. go 

Câu 14: If I ________ my passport, I’ll be in trouble. 

A. lose B. ‘ll lose C. lost D. would lose 

Câu 15: To do this job, you will need a good knowledge of both economics and ________. 

A. conservation B. technology C. challenge D. education 

Câu 16: There must be laws to protect ________ species or they will be died out. 

A. interested B. polluted C. oversized D. endangered 

Câu 17: Some groups of scientists are studying the effects of oil pollution on ________life. 

A. marine B. thing C. animal D. satellite 

Câu 18: They are sending more volunteers to the flooded areas because thousands of lives are ________ stake. 

A. for B. in C. to D. at 

IV. Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the word(s) CLOSEST in meaning to the  

underlined word(s) in each of the following questions. 

Câu 19: To reduce air contamination in big cities, it is necessary to eliminate pollutants such as poisonous 

chemicals, smokes and gases. 

A. replace B. remove C. introduce D. destroy 
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V. Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the most suitable response to complete  

each of the following exchanges. 

Câu 20: Mary: “I can’t understand this passage.” 

         Lan : __________________________ 

A. Would you like some help? B. Didn’t you know? 

C. Can you help me? D. You should take more care of your health. 

VI. Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the sentence that is closest in meaning to  

each of the following questions. 

Câu 21: Tom bought that book yesterday. 

A. That book was bought by Tom yesterday.  B. That book was bought yesterday Tom. 

C. That book yesterday was bought by Tom  D. That book was bought yesterday. 

Câu 22: I don’t know the answer so I can’t tell it to you. 

A. If I knew the answer, I could tell it to you. 

B. If I knew the answer, I will tell it to you. 

C. If I didn’t know the answer, I wouldn’t tell it to you. 

D. If I know the answer, I would tell it to you. 

VII. Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the underlined part that needs correcting. 

Câu 23: Their life was very poor because they could hardly make ends meeting. 

                         A              B                          C                                 D 

Câu 24: Jane told me that she was looking for the key then and has not found it yet. 

            A                               B                        C                     D 

Câu 25: I would be surprised if Phuong would agree to lend you some money. 

              A              B                               C                                D 

VIII. Read the following passage and mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the correct  

word or phrase that best fits each of the numbered blanks. 

 The world’s oceans are so vast that they can cope with the present levels of pollution. However, little is 

___(26)____  about the long-term effects of such slow poisoning. The most serious ___(27)____ of modern time 

is that man is destroying the earth’s natural ___(28)____ and transforming huge areas into wasteland. As a result, 

it is becoming extremely difficult to grow ___(29)____ to feed the world’s rapidly increasing population. A way 

of protecting all the ___(30)____ on the earth must also be found as many species are in danger of disappearing 

from the surface of the earth. 

Câu 26: A. know B. knowing C. known D. to know 

Câu 27: A. problem B. things C. thing D. problems 

Câu 28: A. sources B. resources C. resource D. source 

Câu 29: A. much B. a lot C. many D. enough 

Câu 30: A. life B. animals C. wildlife D. lives 

B. SENTENCE TRANSFORMATION (2,5MS) 

  Rewrite the sentences without changing their meanings. 

Câu 1: John said: “ I am helping my mother with a lot of housework now.”  

   (Viết câu tường thuật) 

 John said .....................................................................................................................................  

 

Câu 2: Susan has considered stamp collecting as a favourite pastime. 

     (Chuyển đổi câu bị động) 

 Stamp collecting .........................................................................................................................   

Câu 3: I don’t travel around the world because I am not rich and famous. 

     (Viết câu điều kiện)  

 If  ................................................................................................................................................  
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Câu 4: She said: “I will tell everyone the news this morning, Peter.” 

     (Viết câu tường thuật) 

 She told   .....................................................................................................................................  

Câu 5: People speak English in most international conferences. 

(Chuyển đổi câu bị động) 

 English ........................................................................................................................................  

 

----------- HẾT ---------- 

 

 




